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In spring 1999, Cornell University Library performed a user study to help determine how users would organize a set of concepts to be in cluded in an online digital library help system. The study employed the card sort technique, in which users impose their own organization on a set of concepts. The card sort technique proved to be a highly effective and valuable method for gathering user input on organizational group ings prior to total system design. The authors present Cornell's experi ence as a case study with detailed instructions for conducting and evalu ating the card sort technique.
n 1999, Cornell University Li brary (CUL) launched a com prehensive online help system (Gateway Help) for users of its digital library (www.library.cornell.edu). A committee made up of six reference li brarians, including the authors of this article, and two information technology programmers designed and built a single point-of-entry system for users seeking help on a variety of library-related top ics. This comprehensive online system consists of both library research and tech nical support components. A significant challenge of the project was that of orga nizing the numerous files included in the system in a way that would make them most accessible to users. To that end, the reference librarians working on the project created several possible tables of contents (TOCs). The TOC was designed to serve as the principal entry point and initial interface to the contents of Gate way Help and was a crucial component to the system. Although the librarians felt that they should certainly know how to categorize and organize the pages, even within their small group they could not agree on the structure of the TOC. They realized that to create something mean ingful for users, they needed the users' input. It was decided to use the card sort technique to cull information on how us ers would organize the contents of Gate way Help. This technique is easy to rep licate. The authors recommend it for any library that is wrestling with how best to organize a set of topics in a Web interface. This article describes the card sort tech nique and explains how it can be used in organizing Web sites and information systems for improved multi-user access. 
Background
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enable users to do much of their research remotely. To assist end users who are not visiting the reference desk, CUL decided to redesign and expand the Gateway Help component of its Web-based collection of resources and services available through the Cornell Library Gateway.
In general, users find online help cumbersome and often have trouble locating help that is relevant to their needs.
In 1999, CUL conducted a study "to as sess how Cornell's Library Gateway was being used; to ascertain the Gateway us ers' satisfaction levels, likes and dislikes; to determine enhancements for the cur rent Gateway; and to identify future im provements for CUL's common entryway." 1 The study found that most Gateway users did not like to use online help, and when they did, they either did not find it helpful or got lost in the pro cess of using it. This finding is not unique. Online help is often the least preferred method of assistance. 2 In general, users find online help cumbersome and often have trouble locating help that is relevant to their needs. Although the committee charged with designing and implement ing the CUL Gateway Help realized that it could not change aversion to online help in general, it could try to create a more user-friendly system. Specifically, the committee attempted to offer a vari ety of ways for users to find or discover relevant help. To this end, it implemented both a search mechanism and an alpha betical index. However, the TOC pro vided the main access point and served as the structure for the entire Gateway Help interface. The committee felt strongly that a meaningful organization of the contents would play a major role in system design and user satisfaction.
Librarians are skilled in information management and thus often are consid ered experts in organizing system con tent. Yet, as Jeffrey Rubin wrote in Hand book of Usability Testing, "The design of usable systems is a difficult, unpredict able endeavor, yet many organizations treat it as common sense" and "actual knowledge of usability" is "quite uncom mon." 3 A useful method of gathering in put on the organization of information is the card sort technique.
Card Sort Technique
Computer science literature shows that card sorting is a "common usability tech nique that is often used to discover us ers' mental models." 4 The technique has proved very useful in helping to organize several pieces of information or concepts. It entails providing a group of users with a set of cards. Written on each card is a concept or piece of information from the set that needs to be organized. Users then sort the cards with similar concepts into piles. The cards are scored and the data entered into a statistical analysis program. A statistical cluster analysis can be used to create a composite of all or various groupings of users. The technique is based on the assumption that if users group cards together, the concepts prob ably should be grouped together in the system. 5 The result suggests how users would organize a given set of concepts, which can be very valuable information when organizing a system or Web site.
Rationale
Good system design incorporates usabil ity testing from inception rather than at the end of the interface design process. Card sorting works well in the early stages because it gives users an opportu nity to create a proposed organization as opposed to reacting to one already in place. This provides guidance to the project team as it lays the foundation for the interface. In Learning the Laws of Us ability, Lucy Lockwood wrote that "you and your design team will create much more usable designs and develop supe rior solutions to your user interface de sign challenges if you resist the urge to get concrete early in the development pro cess." 6 Getting "concrete early in devel opment process" can hinder design and make it difficult to adapt and change.
Even if analysis or study shows that de signing a system differently would be better for users, a design that already has begun may be too difficult or timeconsuming to change. The card-sorting study can provide a means of taking a look at effective organization before sys tem or site design.
Furthermore, user perceptions may be influenced by a preexisting organization. After a structure is presented, it can be come fixed in the user's mind. This then influences the structure of the user's men tal map of an information landscape. If a user sees concepts grouped together, he or she may be predisposed to consider them as similarly related for the first time and to respond in kind to questions asked about the system (see, for example, Tho mas Kuhn's Structure of Scientific Revolu tion). Card sorting imposes no structures and gives librarians a glimpse into how patrons organize information free of the librarians' influence.
Actually, implementing a card-sorting study is a relatively easy task, for both those administering the study and those participating in it. Anyone with a set of index cards and some time can do it. Run ning the statistical analysis is very help ful, not too complicated, and recom mended, but it is not a necessary compo nent. Results, if not too extensive or com plex, can be gathered by "eyeballing" the card groupings. 
Case Study
In the case of Cornell Library's Gateway Help System, the librarians working on content organization repeatedly tried to improve the Help organization and TOC by reacting to previous iterations of this task. They realized that although they were changing things around and modi fying the wording, it was impossible to escape the initial structure, which was not entirely satisfactory. To help obtain a more objective view, as well as to ensure that the online user help system is designed with the user in mind, the committee de cided to do a user study employing the card-sorting technique.
Participants
Twelve individuals participated in the study. Because the Gateway Help system is for all users of the university popula tion, the committee chose a random sample from the academic community. None of the subjects were required to be library users or to have any special knowl edge of the Cornell University Library Gateway. In the hope that the help com ponent of the Library Gateway would be instrumental in assisting all levels of li brary and Gateway users, both novice and experienced library and Gateway users were welcome. The study population con sisted of five undergraduate students, two graduate students, two faculty mem bers, and three staff members. Because the sample was small, names were chosen from the campus telephone directory, us ing every eleventh name on every thir teenth page until there were enough par ticipants.
Methodology
Each of the Gateway Help topics was printed out on a label and affixed on an index card. This resulted in fifty indi vidual cards. The cards were numbered from one through fifty on the reverse side, and then shuffled and spread out on a table. A study participant was then in vited into the room. Participants were told that the study was being done to aid in organizing items on a library Web site. Then they were instructed to sort the cards by placing similar cards into piles. Users were asked to try not to make piles of a very few or a great many cards but were given no other instructions on how many cards to put in a pile. They were encouraged to ask questions or to request further clarification of concepts at any time. After the subjects finished sorting, they were asked whether any piles bore any relation to one or more of the other piles they had assembled. When the study was completed, a rubber band was placed around each of the individual piles. A sec ond rubber band was then placed around individual piles that participants indi cated to be related to other piles. The length of time for each participant varied from twenty minutes to one hour. The re sults were recorded onto a dissimilarity matrix on a spreadsheet and a distance cluster analysis was run on the data.
The cluster analysis, in this case, simply creates a graph describing the cards as they were grouped together.
Recording the Results
Although it is possible simply to look at the various cards to ascertain the way in which a particular user organizes the in formation in question, it proved to be more manageable to score the cards so that a statistical analysis could be run. This allowed the results to be stored, ac cessed, and manipulated electronically. Scores were assigned to the cards based on their relationships to the other cards. On a spreadsheet, card numbers were listed sequentially along the x (horizon tal) and y (vertical) axes (see table 1 ). Numbers using a card's relationship to another were typed into the intersection. A dissimilarity matrix was used so that lower numbers were assigned to cards with stronger relationships. The cards from each participant's session were given a numeric score based on how they were grouped. The scores were given as follows: a score of zero indicated no rela tionship of a card to any other card; a score of one was given to cards that ap peared in different piles that the subject reported had some relationship; a score of two indicated that the cards appeared in the same pile, but that the pile was not related to any other pile; and a score of three meant that the cards appeared in the same pile and that the pile had some re lationship to other piles.
Using this scoring method, card piles from a single subject were examined and the scores were entered into the spread sheet. If a particular pile did not show any relationship to any other pile, it was not grouped by rubber band to any other pile. Each of these cards received a score of two. So, for example, if card number nine and card number fourteen were in this pile, the intersection of these two cards on the spreadsheet would get a score of two. Given a case in which two piles were related, the cards in these piles would be scored twice. First, the cards in each of the individual piles would receive a score of three because they appeared in the same pile. The concepts represented by the cards in this pile were considered more strongly related than those in a pile not related to anything else. Then the cards in one pile that bore relation to an other would also get a score of one. In the first pile was card number forty and in the second pile was card number twenty. The intersection of these two cards would get a score of one because the cards ap peared in different piles that the subject reported had some relationship. For a to tal of fifty cards, the scoring process took approximately one-half hour per subject.
These scores were in turn entered into the spreadsheet file created for each sub ject. Using the statistical software SPSS 6.1, a cluster analysis was run on the data. 8 This resulted in a forked tree graph (den drogram) that visually indicated which items should be grouped together per each user or a composite of users (see table 2 ).
Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis is a technique often used in the sciences to measure the "distance" between objects. The distance analysis creates a "single-linkage dendrogram" that simply shows branches where clus ters close to one another are considered to have a stronger relationship to one an other than those on another branch. 9 In this study, a cluster analysis was run on each participant's grouping of cards. Us ing the tree as a guide, one could easily recreate the piles of cards for an indi vidual participant. The cluster analysis, in this case, simply creates a graph de scribing the cards as they were grouped together. In this sense, scoring the cards, entering the data, and running the analy sis provides a clear and visual depiction of the work done by the users in a format that can be manipulated. True statistical analysis only occurs when working with a mean sample. By "eyeballing" the cards and groupings, one could get an idea of an individual's organizational structure, but an aggregate structure could only be an approximation.
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Using the Results
The data were subsequently used to cre ate the new organization and TOC to Gate way Help. As Rickey E. Savage, William E. Hutson, and Richard Cordes suggested, a "composite of the various user's cogni tive models can be used to structure the user-computer interface such that a rea sonable and close match can occur." 11 Be cause no one design or organization will match all user mental models, the dendro gram made up from a composite of all study participants was determined to be most reflective of the study's varied popu lation and, therefore, the committee's work was based on this. In certain cases, a com posite of a certain subgroups might prove very meaningful. For example, if the sys tem being designed were going to have novice and expert interfaces, a composite of novice users might be used to organize the first interface and a composite of ex pert users would be used in designing the latter.
The initial approach to reorganization was to take the dendrogram and trans late the topics represented into a hierar chical TOC. However, doing so took the committee back to the original problem of not being able to see new ways of or ganization as soon as a hierarchical struc ture was imposed. Abandoning this ap proach, the committee then plotted the clusters in a visual cluster map (see fig  ure 1 ). This provided a visual representa tion of the users' groupings. All catego ries that appeared as highly related were plotted randomly in one cluster. New re lationships immediately became apparent from this display. It did not take long to come up with an entirely new organiza tional structure for the TOC and, there fore, the system.
In some cases, the committee decided to alter the organization suggested by a composite of all user studies. For ex ample, the technical information on how to set up telnet software was included with the details on how to search for ma terials in the online catalog. The commit tee determined that the technical infor mation should go with the technical setup and troubleshooting section and that the searching information should go with the research tools section. The results of the study did not dictate the committee's de cisions but did provide more objective insight and direction.
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Study
The committee considers the study to be a success and a highlight of its work. Yet, there are both strengths and weaknesses that should be considered before embark ing on such a study.
The main drawback was the time com mitment. Scoring the cards and entering the data into the spreadsheet was particu larly time-consuming, but the study pro vided a relatively easy procedure for data collection. Generating all of the various categories for sorting had to be done whether the study was to be implemented or not. Creating the cards, administering the study, and entering the data into a spreadsheet took time but was not diffi cult or mentally taxing. Scoring the cards was the most challenging aspect, but af ter the procedure was understood, the task became much less complex. After sta tistical software is set up to run cluster analyses, the analysis itself takes only a few minutes to run.
This type of user study happens out side the actual system and thus is stripped from true context. In other words, after the cards are grouped, what is learned is how an individual or a composite of individuals combines like concepts. However, this does not ex plain how effectively users will find relevant informa tion in the final Gateway Help system. James E. Palmer and colleagues questioned "whether the card sort technique pre sents any information about the mapping be tween real world tasks and the corresponding com puter task." 12 A postdesign user study in vestigating user ease in finding informa tion in the system is recommended.
To what extent does the wording on the cards influence the way the subjects group cards? For example, if ten cards in clude the words information or directions, even if the underlying concepts are dis parate, it is possible that the mere usage of a word may have an effect on how piles are assembled. The committee recom mend that wording on cards be chosen and constructed carefully. Users also should be instructed to think of the con cepts behind the words more than the words themselves.
Another limitation to using the cardsorting system for Web site design lies in the singular nature of physical cards: a user is not able to put one card into two places if a concept falls into more than one category. Hypertext, conversely, allows for one page or concept to reside in mul tiple places. If a representative sample had been used, this problem might have been mitigated because the chance that another user might find the second relationship has increased. Still, it would be impossible to get an exact picture of how the user sees the information landscape because of the limitation of unvarying cards. On the other hand, the static nature of the cards forces the user to select what he or she considers the strongest relationship.
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One Cl_ste_ _e t_ n _ t_e C n e t Furthermore, it is possible to place a con cept in more than one place in the final product. The inflexibility of card place ment, therefore, should not discourage use of the card-sorting technique.
Perhaps the most significant out come of the study was the objective and fresh insight it provided.
The card-sorting test, as CUL used it, works best with relatively small groups. A test with more than seventy-five cards not only could overwhelm the test sub ject but also give results that are difficult to score and interpret. However, it is pos sible to run a cluster analysis with a much larger group. If the researchers use some thing other than a single linkage method, it is possible to create graphs other than dendrograms, some of which may be easier to interpret with a large data set. The card sorting is ideal for data sets of about fifty concepts.
The study was very valuable in help ing the committee gain perspective on how users would organize the help sys tem if given the opportunity. The fact that the committee was able to combine this input and the expertise of its members added to that value. The study simply provided input. The committee does not recommend strict adherence to the result ing data tree. Rather, it used the results as a guide in creating the TOC while us ing its collective expertise to decide when to disregard results that did not seem to make the best sense. A system custom fit to every end user is impossible. The "structure of the user-computer interface will probably never match any specific user's cognitive model because no two us ers will have the same cognitive model." 13 A librarian's information organization ex pertise is crucial to refine the quantitative information into a system best suited to all of its users rather than specific indi viduals.
Perhaps the most significant outcome of the study was the objective and fresh insight it provided. Whenever there were competing views on content organization, the committee could refer to the study results for direction and inspiration. The study helped the committee see relation ships and patterns that it could not see by critiquing and analyzing its own work. In the end, the organization of help con tents changed significantly.
Conclusion
The card-sorting technique proved to have a very positive effect on the design of CUL's Gateway Help for several rea sons. First, and most obviously, the com mittee was able to incorporate user input on the organization of its interface before total system design, resulting in a struc ture with which everyone was satisfied. Moreover, the simple satisfaction of in corporating the user's point of view had a tremendous impact on the committee's confidence.
Taking the time and devoting the re sources to do this study also led to greater confidence in the committee's decisions. When discussing ideas about content organization either within the group or with other CUL librarians, the committee had objective data to point to that could help it arrive at and justify its decisions. It is a given that each indi vidual will have an idea of how the site could be organized best, and it is much easier to arrive at agreement when user input exists. Librarians, whose ultimate goal is to serve the user, should be will ing to forego personal views for those of the users, which are garnered from the study.
In summation, the card-sorting tech nique provides an excellent and relatively simple means of gathering user input into how a set of concepts, such as those in a system or interface, can be organized. This is particularly valuable because the input is gathered prior to total system design and avoids design being driven by a presupposed structure or organiza tion. Although certain limitations are in herent to the study, the card-sorting tech nique can positively impact system and interface organization decisions and the committee highly recommends it.
